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ABSTRACT
A small number of soundscape ecologists in North America, Europe and Australia are collaborating to
develop international standards for their soundscape research (1). Acoustic studies of captive animal facilities
have had widely differing goals, techniques, and results, and the type and accuracy of equipment is not
always reported, making understanding of results difficult and direct comparisons impossible. To
characterize an entire soundscape, multiple metrics are required. Schulte-Fortkamp (2) stressed the
importance of interdisciplinarity to appreciate the broad roles of soundscapes, and the need for a common
language. As interdisciplinarity increases, so does the need for standardization so researchers from any
background can compare outcomes. Recording a soundscape can reveal important, previously unrecognised
information about the experience of animals, particularly if sounds occur outside the range of human hearing
or when staff are absent. This project sought to standardize a method whereby widely differing zoo and
wildlife park soundscapes may be comprehensively recorded, measured, characterized, and compared. By
seeking correlations between as many acoustic parameters as possible, and the health and well-being of the
species held within each soundscape, greater understanding should ensue, leading to new considerations in
animal care.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many animals depend less on sight than on their other senses for navigation, to interpret their
environment, and to hunt or to avoid predators. For those that depend more on what they hear and
what they smell, their “soundscape” and “scentscape” are vital, and are equivalent to a
visually-oriented animal’s “landscape”. Yet few zoological studies examine the role of the
soundscape (and even fewer examine the scentscape), apart from considering whether construction
projects or crowd events are likely to disturb a specific species.
It is likely that the majority of zoos (as opposed to wildlife parks) are situated in or near urban
environments. Natural and urban soundscapes manifest vastly different characteristics, one being
chronic anthropogenic noise that frequently masks sounds essential to guiding natural behaviours.
The World Health Organisation states that noise damages humans physiologically as well as
psychologically (3). It may well impact other mammals similarly, particularly those heavily reliant
on exceptionally sensitive hearing. For species that are disappearing from the wild due to poaching,
habitat loss or other reasons, captive breeding may be the only hope of saving them from extinction.
Yet a number of these species do not breed readily in zoos, so understanding and managing all
conditions that negatively impact their health and well-being could be crucial to maintaining a broad
gene pool or even species’ survival.
Certain acoustic parameters such as vibration, impulse and fluctuating noise have been shown as
particularly injurious to humans (3). One may expect factory farms such as indoor poultry producers
to be loud in comparison to traditional outdoor farms. However although many zoos seem quiet to
humans, could it be that unrecognized chronic injurious acoustic parameters exist within the hearing
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sensitivity of specific species, particularly for animals that hear infra- or ultra-sonically? Little is
known about the hearing thresholds of many species, let alone their full audiograms. Are certain
species held within soundscapes that may not be appropriate for them? A first step towards answering
such questions could be to measure zoo and wildlife park soundscapes in such a way as to enable the
identification and accurate comparison of specific acoustic parameters, then to correlate those
measurements with the physiological and behavioural status of the animals living within those
soundscapes to determine any patterns that might relate to a specific species’ health, well -being or
breeding success. In order to compare acoustic parameters at different facilities or time periods
meaningfully, the soundscapes must be measured according to recognized standards and procedures.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Soundscape Ecology
While zoo acoustic studies have mainly measured noise levels and specific frequency bands, and
bioacousticians mainly measure the vocalizations or an activity of an individual species, recent
measurement of wild areas (including national parks) has highlighted soundscapes (4,5,6,7,8,9).
These studies were undertaken by the relatively few teams of soundscape ecologists who have
produced a number of useful techniques and are collaborating with soundscape ecologists in Europe
and Australia to develop ISO international standards relating to soundscape research (1,10,11,12,13).
The soundscape is a fundamental component of landscapes (14). While most bioacousticians
research at the species level, examining an entire soundscape reveals the spatial and temporal
interaction of the acoustic environment with the physical and behavioural characteristics of organisms
living within it. Krause explains that soundscape ecology is “based on the causes and consequences”
of the geophony, biophony and anthrophony within a particular place, and of their inter-relationships
(5,10).
Rachel Carson (15) and Bernie Krause (4) first documented how biophony indicates a habitat’s
health and provides good clues as to its age, level of stress and other valuable information. In his
experience, a soundscape radically altered by anthrophony may never recover: Lincoln Meadow in
the Sierra Nevada mountains of California was selectively logged in the late 1980s. Krause returns to
re-record it every few years but even though it looks like it has recovered, the biophony (or lack of it)
clearly indicates that ecologically the Meadow has never regained its original diversity, population
density and vibrancy. Krause was the first to attempt to properly quantify the biological attributes of
a soundscape (16), examining many sources of sound across different wild natural ecosystems and
establishing new research techniques (7). Despite the simple equipment available in the 1980s, due to
his accuracy of measurement and the regularity of his recording methods and analysis, he is able to
meaningfully compare the results of over three decades of recordings of natural soundscapes in diverse
parts of the planet. With today’s far more sophisticated hardware and software, it is possible to far
more readily calibrate and analyse results. Krause and researchers such as Fristrup and Pijanowski
and their colleagues have since furthered techniques to record and measure natural soundscapes with
increasing breadth and accuracy.
2.2 Impact of the Soundscape on Humans
E.O. Wilson suggested that the natural world is the most information-rich environment, not only for
animals but also for humans (17). Schafer asserts that in contrast, urban soundscapes contain little
acoustic information. This is a function of many factors, including ubiquitous masking noise, and the
repetitive nature of machine-made sounds (18).
For more than fifty years, the World Health Organization (WHO) has published warnings about the
most common impacts of noise on human health. The young (including foetuses), the elderly, and
those in poor health suffer the most severe symptoms (19). Noise pollution has been shown to affect
human physical, mental, and emotional well-being. Psychological annoyance, interference with
verbal communication, sleep disturbance (including when a person does not consciously awaken),
disruption of cognitive processes, short term to permanent hearing disorders, and interference with the
cardiovascular and endocrine systems are the most frequent responses but they can in turn lead to other
symptoms such as gastroenterological disorders and nutritional imbalance (20). Noise frequently
attracts lower priority than other environmental considerations, hence there remain many
opportunities for better noise control to create healthier human communities, let alone animal
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facilities.
Goines and Hagler (20) reported that more than 5000 citations in the U.S. National Library of
Medicine relate to adverse health effects of noise. Even if a noise does not occur at a level harmful to
the auditory system, it can still be perceived by the body (human or animal, whether awake or asleep)
as a danger signal. While we may close or avert our eyes, we can’t (without technology) close our
ears. Twenty-four hour hearing is a survival mechanism shared by all animals. Even when people
don’t wake and don’t think their sleep has been disturbed, their bodies tend to respond with “flight or
fight” and other psychophysical responses as reflected by the central nervous system, and by hormonal
and vascular changes that can have far-reaching short- and long-term consequences (21).
A more recently discovered impact of the soundscape is a link between the auditory sense and
olfactory and taste sensations (22,23). The same food generally tastes quite different to people
according to the frequencies and sound pressure levels (SPL) to which they are exposed while they eat.
This can lead to different food choices and increased or decreased appetite, and thus long-term to a less
than optimal diet.
2.3 Impact of the Soundscape on Animals
Nature is dominated by biophonic and geophonic sounds that are quickly absorbed by soil and
vegetation (16). Krause’s “niche hypothesis” states that the biophony of any natural place is
measurably unique due to its creatures, vegetation, terrain and pre vious levels of disturbance, with
various insects, birds, mammals and amphibians occupying their own bandwidths where there is no
competition. Animals evolved to vocalize within available niches in the soundscape in order to be
heard by others of their kind. They competed for and cooperated for bandwidth as much as for food
and habitat (4,16,24,25). This makes pollution of the soundscape as critical as pollution of food and
water, and helps explain why forcing wildlife into a strange habitat often fails —or can cause the
demise of an original component of that habitat.
Ambient sound is a central component of natural habitats (26). It provides continuous information
about and communication with conspecifics and other species, information about potential prey and
predators, weather and changing environmental factors, the location of food sources, water and other
resources, helps with navigation, and is essential to wildlife survival. From wild born to
domesticated animals, there is no adaptation to stop their constant auditory surveillance. Yet wildlife,
even endangered species, and captive animals are rarely factored into noise management.
Some animals are very sensitive to ground vibrations and use them as other animals use auditory
waves, and for the same purposes. For animals like ungulates that use both auditory and ground
vibration they seem to choose seismic vibration when communicating over long distances, particularly
in times of stress or when locating distant members of their species. It is believed that rhinos and
elephants communicate over enormous distances in this manner (27,28,29,30,31).
Ground-burrowing animals like mole rats are particularly sensitive to tiny seismic vibrations that
humans cannot detect, relying on these for navigation, to hunt, and to avoid predation. When these
are masked by earth tremors – or by resource extraction, distant explosives, trains, or road traffic on
uneven surfaces and especially on bridges – these animals are likely to become disoriented and
vulnerable to predators that rely on sight rather than on sound or vibration (32).
Wild soundscape levels peak at times when birds and insects are most active but vary in range
according to the habitat and species present. In savannah and even more in desert habitats, sound
levels generally remain low apart from during storms and floods, or when a predator catches its prey –
although even then many animals remain almost mute. In a study of habitat acoustics and primate
communication, it was discovered that ambient noise levels rose in a rainforest habitat from 2 7 dB at
06:00 to 40 dB at 15:00 and in their riverine study area from 27 dB at 06:00 to 37 dB just an hour later.
Dawn was significantly quieter in the savannah at 20 dB, but rose to 36 dB at midday due to wind (33).
Animals are known to respond to particular aspects of sounds, such as the spectral distribution of
sound energy (34). Sound of various frequencies and amplitudes is an established tool that humans
and non-human animals use to attract or to herd prey, to fight, or to ward off threatening approaches.
Some sounds automatically instigate an animal’s “fight or flight” response, either way altering their
adrenalin levels, energy budget, and causing stress, which over a long period of repeated exposures can
severely impact health. Sounds that are not direct threats, particularly unexpected sounds, often
evoke similar responses and can alter health if they occur too frequently. This trait remains even in
domesticated animals that have always lived in safe environments.
An increasing number of studies especially on urban wildlife, birds, and marine mammals exposed
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to human-perceived noise, show substantial changes in foraging and anti-predator behaviour,
reproductive success, habitat selection, vulnerability, longevity, abundance and community structure
(35). Glucocorticoid enzyme stress levels have also been correlated (36). Even benthic feeding
lobsters have been shown to stop feeding or to flee the noise of small remotely-operated boats on the
surface (37).
In addition to causing generalized stress, noise is believed to affect cetacean development and
immune system health (38,39). Strandings and mortalities of beaked whales have in many cases been
conclusively linked to noise events such as naval tactical sonars and seismic surveys, even when these
were not considered loud enough to damage hearing. Thus even transient and localized acoustic
impacts can have prolonged and serious population consequences (39). Marine mammals live in an
“acoustic-dominant world”, using sound as their primary means for interpreting and operating within
their underwater environment (40). Chronic background noise for them would be like us living in a
constant fog, with certain noises being the acoustic equivalent of a blindfold, completely masking vital
information.
Brumm and Slabbekoorn (41) claim that communication is the foundation upon which all social
relationships between animals are built. Since this is mostly acoustic, it can be considerably impaired
by environmental noise. Some animals have evolved adaptations to counteract its masking effects, just
as people have to shout or select different words to express themselves (42). When conspecifics
cannot communicate due to masking of critical vocalizations, birds, primates, cetaceans, rodents,
whales, and some other mammals have been observed to shift their vocalizations to another bandwidth,
to alter their calls, to drop parts of their messages, and/or to vocalize louder. These efforts demand
greater physical, emotional and intellectual energy which reduces their budgets for normal activit ies
such as feeding or nursing. It appears that frequently they still fail to convey their message. This
has added significance when community members miss urgent information such as the approach of
predators, or in breeding selection where mating calls are a major component of par tner attraction.
Some species abandon nests or valuable feeding grounds, partners and prime habitats even due to
“quiet” white noise (which masks all frequencies) such as air conditioners, or from occasional periodic
noise such as aircraft overflights, trains, or recreational vehicles 10 km away. Birds with lower
frequency calls abandon habitats exposed to low frequency noise (10,35,36,43,44). Since low
frequencies travel such long distances, entire colonies are unlikely to find a suitable nesting place or
habitat elsewhere as they are likely to come into conflict with existing residents or with others in
search of a new habitat.
Researchers at the University of Missouri-Columbia reported that not only do animals respond to
sound stimuli, plants produce chemical and physical defence mechanisms when exposed to recordings
of insects munching on leaves, and can distinguish threatening sounds and vibrations from common
but safe sources such as wind or water (45,46).
Natural soundscapes are dominated by biophony and geophony. Urban soundscapes are
dominated by anthrophonies with very different physical and semantic characteristics. Absolute
levels of sound generated by machinery are unparalleled in nature, which rarely produces similarly
powerful amplitudes apart from a few immense waterfalls, earthquakes, mas sive storms, volcanic
eruptions or natural disasters – all circumstances to be feared and to flee. Thus high amplitude
machinery is likely to evoke some degree of a “fight or flight” response.
As noise impacts humans, it apparently influences non-human animals in very similar ways.
Setting safe sound levels for humans is controversial (permissible levels in Europe and USA differ
markedly), but far less is known about safe sound levels for other species. Clinical studies have
revealed hearing loss in animals exposed to loud or chronic sound in laboratories, particularly in the
young that are born there. Lab animals register blood pressure increases in response to noise, even
during sleep or sedation (47). While some levels and frequencies have already been found unsafe,
actual safe levels are generally unknown, and will vary from specie s to species. Despite ongoing
research, the degree to which animals are being injured by modern soundscapes remains unknown, but
there is sufficient evidence to indicate that this is an important issue which should be publicly
acknowledged and further investigated.
2.4 Impact of the Soundscape on Captive Animals
Much remains unknown about the auditory sensitivities of species and thus about potential risks to
their hearing. Yet captive animals are frequently exposed to high levels of unnatural noise at
frequencies and pressure levels that would never exist in the wild. They are unable to “turn off” their
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hearing, and unable to flee the sound sources. They can’t move past their confines to investigate the
source of sounds to determine their meaning. In a 2003 study, it was noted that recordings played to
a group of rhinoceros evoked distinct and repeatable behavioural reactions – sometimes curiosity,
sometimes relaxation, sometimes aggravation, sometimes fear (48,49,50). In humans unrecognised,
uncontrollable, worrying, or feared noises cause the greatest stress responses. This may well also be
true for non-human animals. Species that suffer predation in the wild are especially prone to distress
in response to unpredicted, high amplitude noise, even when kept safe lifelong in captivity (51).
Captive, protected crows and mice act defensively at recordings of raptors (52).
Pet owners can testify that even domesticated animals try to flee unexpected, loud, or impulse
sounds, and particular frequency ranges and vibrations – the same parameters that cause problems for
humans. Many of the symptoms described by the WHO are evident in pets in earshot of loud vehicles
or rifle ranges.
Equipment that saturates the ultrasonic soundscape includes computer monitors, closed-circuit
security cameras, television and fluorescent lights. They produce constant ultrasonic hums. Sales et
al. (53) reported that 24 of 39 pieces of common zoo equipment added over 60 dB of ultrasonic
frequencies. Similar laboratory equipment has been found to produce in excess of 75 dB at over
60 kHz in closed, reflective environments (54), and cleaning equipment in combination with
ventilation appliances have been measured at over 100 dB (53). High frequency reversing alarms are
likely to cause physical pain to some species’ ears. Alarms are generally mandated to exceed 90 or
even 100 dB, depending on the state. Animals held in these captive spaces cannot escape the noise,
nor are they likely to gain relief even at night. The degree to which their hearing has been
compromised is generally unknown, let alone other physiological and psychological effects . The
resultant lack of a normal baseline throws into question the applicability of laboratory animal testing.
2.5 Impact of the Soundscape on Zoo and Aquarium Animals
Despite the considerable attention that biologists and zoologists have focused on the audio -vocal
behaviour of animals because the auditory sense is so critical to animal survival, much is unknown
about the auditory ranges and sensitivities of most species and therefore, about the potential risks to
their hearing. Yet most zoos produce high levels of unnatural noise at frequencies , pressure levels
and durations that would never exist in the wild.
Aquariums are notorious for water pump, filtration and lighting noise that may not be obvious to
viewers, but constantly saturate the soundscape of creatures that are almost totally reliant on their
soundscape rather than on vision. Similarly, terrestrial animals with very limited vision such as the
rhinoceros rely on their soundscape, so ambient sound pollution in a zoo can result in them straining to
operate in a dense “fog” of noise.
Some zoos permit loud concerts, others are near public greenspace where fireworks displays can
exceed 120 dB at numerous frequencies, but especially at low frequencies noted for causing distress in
many species. Other common zoo sounds are lawn mowers and maintenance tools, small
construction equipment, vehicles powered by various propulsion systems and with reversing alarms,
pressure washers and floor scrubbers, and the continuous hum of air and water pumps, fans, air
conditioners and heaters.
Some of the animals that hear ultrasonically include hummingbirds, rats and mice, prairie dogs,
bats, squirrels, some species of fish, dolphins, orca, hamsters, canids and voles. Infrasonic detectors
are known to include elephants, rhinoceros, giraffes, cassowaries, hippopotami, pigeons, tigers,
chameleons, alligators, moles, prairie dogs (which have an exceptionally wide hearing range), and
okapi. Many species remain to be tested to determine their hearing ranges and seismic sensitivity, so
these lists are likely to increase.

3. ZOO SOUNDSCAPE ANALYSIS
In general zoo and aquarium soundscapes have received little detailed analysis, especially in the
infra- and ultra-sonic ranges unless a target species was known to use spectrum extremes, such as bats
and elephants. Factory farm and other agricultural arenas have received even less attention. Most zoo
recordings have been of the animals themselves, rather than of their ambient surroundings.
Even when non-sonic ranges are considered, most hardware and software is optimized to operate
within the human hearing bandwidth, and systems capable of accurately recording the entire spectrum
are expensive, often poorly understood, or unavailable. In many studies, the accuracy of equipment
above or below the sonic range has not been reported (or even assessed?).
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A relatively few studies have recorded and correlated ambient zoo noise with the behavioural and
occasionally the physiological responses of a target species or of individual animals. Documentation
methods have varied in technique, resolution and duration. Often studies have been just a minor
component of a wider focus – such as the search for a range of factors that can stress zoo animals, from
the structure of their housing to the activities of zoo visitors.
The simplest acoustic review technique remains an established “scan and notate” observation
method that requires the investigator to note the environment and the animals’ behaviour at fixed time
intervals or whenever a certain situation occurs (such as a certain sound). Usually a single
investigator must adhere to a firm self-imposed methodology and definitions or the work will develop
a subjective bias and notations will vary as the researcher/s fatigue or over time. Due to the
concentration involved and the difficulty in standardizing interpretations and in sharing the workload,
such studies tend to be of short duration and to seek a simple “present” or “absent” response, and to
observe only a small number of animals at one time.
In order to be less subjective, some sort of data logger – usually a sound pressure level meter – can
be utilized to determine ambient sound.
These typically sample frequencies and sound
pressure/amplitude, and may average these samples over a set period of time, for example over
30-second or one hour intervals. In many studies only amplitudes are recorded, not frequencies or
any other parameters.
Ambient sound pressure levels are sometimes sampled as a reference when the main purpose of a
study is to record something specific without the aid of a soundproof studio, such as in determining an
animal’s range of vocalizations or audiogram. Once it can be determined if the ambient noise
frequencies directly overlap with the vocalization or with an intended sound stimulus, the risk of a
possible masking effect can be assessed (55). Another common purpose of recording ambient zoo
sound has been to assess noise disturbance to a specific species or individuals, particularly if the
animals are endangered and do not breed well in captivity. This testing has most commonly occurred
prior to and during zoo reconstruction periods.
A much longer and more sophisticated study was undertaken over four years at San Diego Zoo’s
Center for Reproduction of Endangered Species, focusing on a pair of Giant Pandas. This sought to
determine whether short, loud bursts of noise were more disturbing than daily average levels, and
whether frequencies were relevant to the pandas’ behavioural and hormonal stress indices. The
average noise amplitude was recorded across three bandwidths at least five days a week during va rious
stages of the female’s reproductive cycle, in conjunction with physical observa tions and hormonal
tests. Only days of high or low ambient noise were included in the final analysis (56). At the end of
four years of such monitoring, it was determined that anthropogenic noise can impact the Pandas’
breeding and that ambient noise can have prolonged impact on stress indices. Behavioural distress
resulted from even brief loud noise, especially while the female was in oestrus or lactating, while
longer-lasting but even moderately loud noise resulted in more glucocorticoids being excreted. Loud
low frequency noise had the greatest impact.
A similar method was used to assess the stress caused to another pair of Giant Pandas during the
four-month construction of a new exhibit at the Smithsonian Zoo in Washington in early 2003. Sound
levels were measured and the pandas’ behaviour and cortisol levels were compared on construction
days versus non-construction days. The mean amplitude each minute of the sampling periods was
logged, resulting in levels from 30 to 110 LdB. The total amplitude over the entire broadband
spectrum, as well as that of discrete frequency bands within the range of 516 Hz to 16 kHz were noted,
then the data were averaged to produce a mean amplitude for each frequency of sound for each
recording session. Again, these were correlated with the pandas’ behaviour and hormone levels (57).
The only study that has examined zoo rhinos’ sensitivity to noise appears to be a portion of the work
on the Black Rhinoceros in U.S. zoos (58). Seventeen zoos were visited and sound levels were
measured in the centre of each outdoor rhino enclosure four times for fifteen seconds prior to opening
near dawn, twice during operating hours, and once after closing. Decibels were measured at their
maximum and minimum sound pressure levels, and also their Leq. Frequency range was measured in
eleven one-third octave-bands from 0 to 20 kHz. However they seem not to have studied infrasound
at all, nor do they mention any sensitivity of their measuring equipment to the infrasonic range.
Possibly due to the limitations of their sample size and sampling methods, this study did not produce
statistically significant correlations but did indicate general trends that relate noise levels to early
mortality, unnatural behaviour, diminished well-being, and diminished reproductive success. The
authors recommended further research to investigate these trends.
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The study excluded measures of mechanical equipment and/or sudden sharp changes in sound
levels. Their interest was the overall chronic exposure of the rhinos to zoo noise, which they seem to
have largely interpreted as visitor noise. However I would argue that mechanical and cleaning
equipment is regularly used around zoos to move food and equipment and sharp, sudden noises like the
clanging of chains and heavy metal gates occur on an hourly basis so should be considered part of the
average ambient-sound load. When metal hits metal it can be extremely loud, and even at a distance
a wide range of harmonics in a wide range of frequencies typically ensue, unlike anything heard in a
wild soundscape.

4. THE PROBLEM
As discussed, natural soundscapes are information-rich and directly and indirectly essential to
survival (17), being the basis of diverse essential behaviours (34). Urban soundscapes are
anthrophonic and exhibit vastly different physical and semantic characteristics: reflections from hard
geometric surfaces, multi-path propagation and reverberation, and often increased sound pressure
levels, in addition to a far greater component of anthropogenic noise. Information is buried in the
pervasive noise, much of which is infrasonic or ultrasonic, too low or too high for humans to perceive
but well within the hearing range of other species. Urban zoos tend to be enveloped in these
anthrophonic soundscapes, as are a number of other animal holding facilities. Does this matter? Do
the soundscapes of facilities in which certain species are healthy and productive differ from
soundscapes in which they do not?
While the literature demonstrates that sound studies have been undertaken within the zoo
environment, they have largely focused on recording specific animals rather than the soundscape, or
on absolute sound levels rather than on the characterization of the soundscape, and largely only within
the (human) sonic bandwidth. The few studies that assessed ambient sound for captive animals
generally related to periods of construction, or else to equipment operating withi n animal housing.
None of these zoo studies attempted to describe the soundscape as a whole, particularly from the
animals’ viewpoint considering their auditory ranges and semantics. The panda studies were
technically the most comprehensive and form a good basis to build on, and indicated that ambient
noise does impact the behaviour and stress levels of those animals, particularly during oestrus and
lactation. The single (but black) rhinoceros study compared the noise levels within a number of zoos,
but sampled only for very short, non-consecutive periods and only when the recordists considered the
sound environment to be “average”. The results of that study did however indicate trends that require
further research for full substantiation.
It is clear the soundscape can have a profound influence on humans and on animals both in the wild
and in captivity. The factors that influence humans most, and are associated with stress and
reproductive problems, include chronic noise, high amplitudes, low frequency and/or imp ulse noise,
vibration, fluctuating noise, noise during sleeping periods, unrecognized sounds, and sounds that are
likely to cause fear. The first three of these (the only parameters tested) were shown to affect the
pandas. It is not yet apparent the degree to which these factors are present in most zoo or wildlife
park environments, nor whether they correlate to a species’ health. No study was found that compares
soundscapes in such a manner.

5. MEASUREMENT
In order to answer the question of whether soundscapes of facilities in which certain species are
healthy and productive differ from soundscapes in which they are less so, it was necessary to develop
a reliable process by which a wide variety of soundscapes can be comprehensively measured pertinent
to the way they are likely to be perceived by that species (59). Only if the recording, analysis and
reporting are comprehensive and standardized, can the measurements from different locations be
meaningfully compared. If activities at the facility alter between weekdays and weekends, or day and
night, all must be recorded. Seasonal and other variations should be documented if possible. Since
soundscapes are dynamic, the longer the recording period and the greater the number of activities
sampled, the more accurate the results.
For this purpose, a project was developed to comprehensively record the soundscape of the
Southern White Rhinoceros (Ceratotherium simum simum) at Fossil Rim Wildlife Center in north
central Texas. Rhinos are very myopic and navigate any distance by sound and smell more than by
sight, and vocalize in infrasonic to sonic frequencies. A total of three weeks of pilot studies were
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conducted from May to October 2013, culminating with nine days of continuous recording with a total
of seven sonic microphones (capable of 10Hz to 23kHz), an array of ten low frequency sensors, a
geophone, two cameras, and a weather station.
Even if a target species’ audiogram has been conclusively described, it would be valuable to record
from as low a frequency to as high a frequency as possible (ideally infrasonically to ultrasonically), but
certainly from well below to well above the known audiogram’s bandwidth to cater for any individuals
that hear better than those originally tested for the audiogram, since the original animals’ hearing may
have been compromised due to age, disease, or acoustic or other environmental exposure of which
previous researchers were unaware. Even if individuals in a holding were thought to be deaf, it would
be important to measure all possible acoustic parameters since the animals may be able to discern
information of which keepers are unaware, or the soundscape itself may have influenced other
occupants which in turn may prove a factor, for example the presence or absence of bats, or certain
birds or insects that can influence the well-being of the target species. Their presence might only be
detected by the sound recordings.
If it is suspected that the species senses seismic vibration, that should also be measured. Even for
species (like humans) that do not hear very low frequencies, studies have shown that low frequencies
and vibration cause negative responses.
All sections of the holding which the animals can reach should be recorded, with cameras taking
intermittent photos (perhaps one frame per minute, depending on the mobility of the animals
concerned) to assess whether they move to any particular location in response to sound events
(attraction or aversion) or whether there is a noticeable change in their behaviour, such as cessation of
grazing or of an interaction. Photographs also disclose activities nearby such as traffic, visitor and
maintenance activities. In the case of a large wildlife park enclosure, this may require several
recorders, microphones and cameras. An array that enables beamforming would be a bonus. All
equipment needs to be calibrated, including time references so any moment can be later investigated
across any or all locations. It is also important to log weather from a station at the enclosure since
awareness of changing conditions, in particular of wind speed and direction and precipitation, will
greatly assist the interpretation of data and of the animals’ behaviour.
During the analysis, since it is not known which acoustic parameters (if any) may prove significant
to the well-being of the animals in question, as many parameters as possible should be extracted from
the recordings. Matlab or Raven Pro can identify entropy for example (the degree of disorder in a
sound). Some parameters can be simply documented by listening to the sound recordings, then
quantified. Other parameters may have to be calculated. Wherever possible, acoustic parameters
known to cause distress to humans (such as chronic noise, high amplitudes, extreme frequencies,
impulse noise, vibration, fluctuating noise, noise during sleeping periods, unrecognized sounds, and
sounds that are likely to cause fear) should be examined since evidence indicates that animals may
suffer similar responses to humans.
One limitation in our project was the computing power available, and thus the amount of data that
could be processed in a reasonable time. With many microphones, continuous recording for over a
week at fairly high resolution resulted in terabytes of data. The software programs Raven Pro Sound
Analysis and Matlab proved to have limitations on the size of files they can process concurrently
before becoming unstable. A novel aspect of comprehensive soundscape recording is that it addresses
extremely wide bandwidths, resulting in an enormous amount of data to be measured, drawn, and
processed in order to investigate an entire soundscape, as opposed to most projects’ relatively narrow
bandwidths, such as when recording the calls of a particular species. Other projects may analyse huge
datasets, but most search in restricted bandwidths or are otherwise able to narrow down the amount of
calculation that is necessary.

6. CHARACTERIZATION
Once the data was extracted, various forms of visualisation and characterisation took place,
relevant to the facility and the species. Measures such as maximum, minimum and mean sound
pressure levels, averages and standard deviations, diurnal and nocturnal variations and other factors
were graphed and compared over varying time periods and activities, as seen in Figure 1. Periods
identified included 24 hour cycles, dawn and dusk, feeding, workhours, while staff were cleaning or
conducting particular maintenance chores, while visitors were in attendance, certain weather events,
and predominant sleeping periods. Graphs were accompanied by sonograms of noteworthy sounds
and by photographs and weather data.
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When similar recordings, measurements and characterizations are compiled for other facilities
holding the same species, additional patterns and contrasts will emerge.

Figure 1 – An example of the sound pressure levels at the southern-most site of the white rhinoceros
enclosure at Fossil Rim Wildlife Center, as tracked throughout one 24 hour cycle when the trail was
being repaired. The SongMeter sensors nearest the Utilities buildings show increasing noise as the
road crews worked steadily towards them throughout the day.

7. CONCLUSION
Since humans and other animals appear to share many physiological and psychological responses to
sound, and various sounds are known to be either beneficial or detrimental to humans, a thorough
investigation and understanding of the soundscapes in which animals are held could prove invaluable
in furthering their health, well-being and productivity. This may prove particularly significant in
supporting endangered species that do not traditionally breed well in captivity. Acoustic parameters
known to be harmful to humans or to cause response in animals should be investigated in depth in each
captive environment to determine whether they are present and whether they may be significant.
This project provides a method whereby a soundscape, not just certain aspects of an animal
enclosure, can be recorded and measured in a more comprehensive manner than has been reported in
the past, and in such a way as to identify how that soundscape may relate to the likely acoustic
sensitivity of the animals within it. Natural habitats of the species may be similarly measured in order
to establish desirable baselines to act as goals for captive facilities.
Once a wide variety of soundscapes for a particular captive species has been comprehensively
measured and characterised according to a recognised standard, correlations between particular
acoustic parameters and the behaviour, stress hormones and over-all health and well-being of the
animals within each soundscape can be sought. If relationships are discovered, their acoustic
environments could be modified to better suit the species concerned.
Apart from components of a soundscape being potentially harmful or healing, the soundscape can
impart important information about the animals’ experience that animal-care managers may be
unaware of, particularly sounds outside the range of human hearing or sounds that occur when staff are
absent, such as at night. This project offers a new standard by which captive environments may be
measured and compared, and may lead to greater understanding of factors that may prove influential in
animal care.
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